KALEIDOSCOPE

(1) Food in the school truck takes the upper hand as bedlam, sandwiches and coffee reign at much-feted "M" day ...
(2) Panky, Neece, and the boys, at the fifth relay station up the mountain, don't look so happy ...
(3) Supervising the
caldron of lime and water, inspector Branch shows them how ... (4) Milling freshmen furnish a nice background as Millie
Roden does a contortionist act ...
(5) This picture was thrown in, folks, just to remind you how the campus doesn't look
on "M" day ...
(6) Those on the outskirts are upper c1assmen and they've been fed first, or have they? Ellison might do
a two-step if someone would toss him a penny . . . (7) This Frosh duo steps lively as Supervisor Calderhead appeared to lend
a helping hand, or something ...
(8) With orderly precision, the bread-line moves from west to east, incidentally Juarez is
on the horizon ... (9) Townsfolk go wild and students let down their hair to greet the world's most popular football team
on their triumphant return from their smashing victory over Arizona University ...
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(1) An informal of our formal faculty chatting and punning with the Fort Bliss cavalry before the festivities of Army Day
... (2) Just to prove that the girls really did bring food on "M" day, we now present a close-up of a cup of coffee ...
(3) For our entertainment a smoke-screen is laid through the courtesy of the Chemical Warfare department ... (4) Tension
is written on every feature of Lois Andre, for thirty minutes after this picture was taken, she was crowned 1939 FLOWSHEET Football Queen. Ex-queen Johnell Crimen is in the foreground ...
(5) Regular as the tardy bell, the school bus
takes its toll for the trip down the hill ... (6) Major-General Lear tells Dr. Wiggins to pay attention to the army passing in
review; Jean is ...
(7) Dr. Wiggins awards Dallas Polo team the semi-final prize in the Southwestern Polo meet in a thrilling match climaxing Army Day ...
(8) Prof. Morris points with pride as he takes the new biology assistant, Kendrick
Smith, on a tour of campus inspection ... (9) Cavalry passes in review before the stands to the delight of Mines students .•.
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(1) Summer and fall surveying finds the Engineers mobilizing, which is quite to the liking of Weldon, Bernard, Jim, and
Fred ... (2) Mitcham and Prieto are just a little behind, but look what they're carrying, and the photographer isn't exactly
up with the crowd himself ...
(3) Nick and Joe indulge in Cap Kidd's favorite outdoor sport ... (4) Dr. Sonnichsen shows
Dids that the modern dance, especially the Susie Q., is a wonderful thing ...
(5) As we were saying, Cap Kidd's favorite
outdoor sport is football, and he is not watching the above explosion ... (6) At even-tide, weary Engineers fold up instruments, or if this is morning, they open up their instruments ....
(7) Harry, Bob, and Lloyd tell us this is necessary, but
we think they're showing off ...
(8) While Ruddy stares down the cameraman, Cordova looks around for a transit . . .
(9) Due to circumstances not under our control, we can't show what the boys are looking at, but they seem thoroughly
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(1) Rufe Davis, Hollywood comedian, caused a stir on the campus for a day, en route to Los Angeles. Maxine is imitating
Rufe imitate an airplane ...
(2) Someone looks badly shaken up ... (3) Sexy Prexy Montague is explaining to the boys
that he is on the peak of condition, but we hope he isn't the butte of his own joke ... (4) Geology stewds working-we
could
watch it for hours ... (5) Mildred and Barstow playing mama and papa Daisy Mae style ...
(6) Among those present at
K. S. K.'s dinner-dance a la del Norte ... (7) In Russian garb Kornfeld is haranguing the crowd below for NUGGET publicity ... (8) Nation-wide publicity on Sadie Hawkins' day as Harriet, Marie and Hardy give an interview to the press ...
(9) And then the A. P. O. fraternity made their pledges throw off their inhibitions, and it looka as if Merle and Primo arc
preparing to scare someone out of their .kina ...
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(1) Preparing to debunk the expression, "Don't that beat the band"-Nothing
beats the Mines Band ...
(2) These belles
are as a tinkling cymbal and a sounding brass with their lyres ... (3) A telescopic attempt of Johnson's wagon-wheel creation
between halves at a football game taken atop Holliday Hall. , . (4) Gut-buckets, plumber's irons, wailing pipes, "G" strings,
and a stack of ivories, the Varsitonians are in the groove to jive on down ... (5) This boat is not only reflecting a stonewall,
but look at the shining personalities inside ... (6) Pre-game ceremonies on Kidd Field as the drum corps makes a few dead
sounds to beat up the flag ... (7) It's Claire to see that we're having a victory parade ... (8) We don't know what number
they're playing, and besides, the Lyon's busy •.. (9) The line. are not very uniform because Bobbie forgot part of hers as usual
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(1) Fanfare and a couple of Hail Queenies, Andre and Montague arrive in state to lend dignity to Homecoming football
game ... (2) Starving students stuff to saturation in the student store. We are also proud of the music box which defies the
cleverest counterfeiter ... (3) And-close to the phone in the store, sit Harriet and Ann waiting and waiting ... (4) What
is so lovely as a day in June with six of the fairest walking abreast ... (5) In the still of the night the business office is expecting a visit from the state auditors ... (6) Notice the symmetry, design, good taste, and form in the new library books,
especially taking cognizance of the even shelving arrangement ...
(7) The stands go crazy with excitement as the Seventh
Cavalry scores in the Mines' Army Day polo match ... (8) If you want a better picture of Geraldine, Marjorie, and Clarice,
consult every College of Mines publicity pamphlet published this year ... (9) Jimmie Cooked up this shot of Dr. Wiggins
viewing students with alarm ...
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(1) Well, we said as we walked into a Branch office of the Prospector, "All we know is what we read in the papers." And
Engineers can too read! ...
(2) A tooth for a tooth and a Chi for a Chi, one for all and Alpha one. As usual, Tappan's
only half here ... (3) Oh, quit, you're driving us Guffey. The Nugget would say, "Here's Mike, where's Pat," and not even
could the music-stand it . . . (4) We could go on indefinitely about men taking pictures of men taking pictures of men. But
then we would be told to Kodak to the old country, and we would be Leica a ship at sea ...
(5) We knew the band would
horn in here yet, or should we mention the brass they have? ... (6) Just a Penny Serenade, but there's no cents in it. Guernsey's always fiddling around ... (7) So well-bred they are perfect loafers. Cookie has lots of crust and Slim the dough ...
(8) Justice's eyes are opened by the band ... (9) Just remember. drummers aren't the Marion kind!
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(1) The year's outstanding convention, I. R. C. delegates assemble from the four corners to look ever the international situation, also EI Paso and vicinity ... (2) Hardy and Jean demonstrate something or other to somebody, anyway they are happy
... (3) The delegation from New Mexico University arrives at the I. R. C. conclave in fine fettle only to be met by local
member Stacy who is equally in fine fettle ... (4) Just before College Players settled down to a little serious initiating of
pledges at the Ware-house ...
(5) Newly crowned FLOWSHEET
Football Queen Andre and Prexy Montague take their
places among the four hundred at the Homecoming game ... (6) At a Student Association dance, the roving camera points
-Scottie points back ... (7) As campus talent takes to the air, Saffold is attempting to put wings on "0 Sole Mio" ...
(8) A study in fixed attention, but Claud is taking a firm stand ... (9) The fifty in front of Marme doesn't mean she won the
bingo prize, but it's Tri·Delt. annivereary ...
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(1) Mines' entry in the Sun Carnival parade. The whole float isn't shown, of course ... (2) Roper is crashing Hollywood by
punching Rufe Davis in the ribs ... (3) Prof. Bachman seems to be under the influence of a Strain ... (4) Oscar ogles the
polls, while the rest of the boys discuss possibilities of an engineering landslide ...
(5) A student is not registered until he
has paid his fees-here are some students ... (6) McCann and Herrera admire their crops for the coming Hard Luck dance
... (7) Chris Fox sees to it that Corrigan gets properly rigged up as they tour the campus ... (8) Mitchell, and toga, demonstrate the iron hand in the Sun Carnival parade ... (9) Those who have gone before us, in the way of ex-students who are

celebrating their accompli.hments with steak and union.
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(1) Dancing and whirling at the Gold Digger's prom in the spacious, if not larger, Holliday Hall ...
(2) Scoop, alias Bill
Saffold, nonchalantly rolls one while pounding out a "dope" story (get it?) ... (3) Pledges O'Neal and Stacy, late acquisitions
of the K. S. K.'s express glee and amusement over their find ...
(4) Goy Clark goes slightly slap-happy at finding an unguarded ballot box during FLOWSHEET
Football Queen election ... (5) Ace trumpeteer Lyon, of the Varsitonians, puckers
his lips for a rendition of "Star Dust" ... (6) We had to cut the bull out of this session as Barstow, Fred, and Harry discuss
the coming Student Association elections ... (7) The yawning caverns' here vouch for the good food at the K. S. K. dinnerdance (paging Louis Onick) ... (8) The election bull session continues as the Engineers express mixed emotions . . . (9)
Yes, this is the K. S. K. dinner-dance and they are still eating, except Drees who could pass for the ghost writer of this
script, so fair and pale is she ...
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(1) Didy, Didy, Didy, the Tri-Delts give a kid party on top, instead of under, the table ... (2) Posture expert Osborne tells
Miss Poole that her form is excellent ... (3) This is the FLOWSHEET
dance-no, the A. P. O. hop, that is, the PROSPECTOR jig-oh, well, it's a dance anyway ...
(4) Freshman girls mingle and intertwine at the Co-ed Association's morning coffee
(5) Students may frequently be seen coming from classes, but it's rare indeed to capture such joyous after-class
expressions
(6) In case you missed the first picture, this is the Co-ed's morning coffee with the girls still co-mingling and
overlapping
(7) Candids come to the fore as Miss Osborne demonstrates posture from atop the table ... (8) This tier
of tiny tots is through the courtesy of the D. D. D. kid brawl and any resemblance of this picture to real persons is purely coincidental ... (9) We are fairly certain that Jose and Johnell, seen in the foreground, are at the annual Gold Digger's dance.
If you don't believe us, ask them •..
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(1) The girls will probably have to marry someone who can support them, as the skids were put on this Varsity' Show novelty
act, but only minor aches and pains resulted ... (2) "I Love You Best by Candle-Light" in the grand finale, but we prefer the
way Earl Carroll does it ... (3) Say, "Ah," Men of Mines, and put some expression into it ...
(4) The chorus is a little
fagged out and seems a bit burned up in the Spectator number because most of them saw it in rehearsal ... (5) After six recounts, we take pleasure in announcing that FLOWSHEET
Favorite Hardy is also the Varsity Show Sweetheart ... (6) The
difficult routines pictured makes the girl's breath come in short pants ... (7) It's the Jooba, Jooba, Joobalai of chorus ... (8)
Give the girls a handle, boys, and step right up and take your pick . . . (9) Just a bunch of cheap-skates because they're all
going dutch.
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